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 Popular Discontent and

 Political Activism in the GDR

 MARY FULBROOK

 The German Democratic Republic was long noted for its apparent stability,
 efficiency and political quiescence, in contrast to the more turbulent domestic
 histories of neighbouring Poland and Czechoslovakia. In established narratives of
 East German history, the sole evidence of mass popular unrest before the autumn of

 1989 was the June Uprising of 1953. After this, with a few isolated exceptions, East

 Germans simply kept their heads down. 'Dissent' was for the most part an activity
 associated with a few intellectuals ? Harich, Havemann, Bahro ? until the growth of
 oppositional movements associated with unofficial peace initiatives and environ
 mentalist groups in the 1980s.1 To all outward appearances, this sketch was correct.

 What now requires reconsideration, however, are the underlying reasons for these
 appearances, and the evaluation - indeed, the very characterisation - of patterns of
 popular political dissent in the GDR.

 Generalisations could readily be made about the traditional German - or more
 precisely, Prussian ? habits of separation of Macht and Geist and popular obedience
 to secular authority. In addition, it was often pointed out that after twelve years of

 Nazi dictatorship, any inclinations to mount challenges to dictatorial rulers were
 subdued at best. With the opening of the East German archives, we are now for the

 first time able to dig a little below the surface and investigate some of the realities of

 everyday life in the GDR. In exploring certain prevalent patterns of political
 attitude and behaviour at different stages of the GDR's history, it rapidly becomes
 clear that the view of the obedient subject, the allegedly apolitical German, must be
 reassessed.

 The extent of disobedience, and of political expressions of discontent, is far
 greater than previously imagined. The received wisdom, that apparent stability in
 East Germany was due to simple lack of popular insubordination after 1953, appears

 to be misplaced. What was different about East Germany, compared to Czecho
 slovakia or Poland, was not so much the mentality of the subjects as the power and

 1 For analyses of the GDR written prior to its collapse and the opening of the archives, see for
 example D. Staritz, Geschichte der DDR 1949-85 (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1985); H. Weber, Die DDR
 1945-1986 (Munich: Oldenbourg, 1988); G.-J. Glaessner, Die andere Deutsche Republik (Opladen:

 Westdeutscher Verlag, 1989). See also my Germany 1918?1990: The Divided Nation (London: Fontana,
 1991), part two.

 Contemporary European History, 2, 3 (1993), pp. 265-282
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 efficiency of the organs of party and state. This efficiency did of course also depend

 on considerable degrees of popular collusion and conformity, the extent of which
 should not be underestimated. But this complicity in domination, combined with
 the passivity of a niche society, has already been the focus of much attention, and is

 now a taken-for-granted feature of East German society under the old regime.2 My
 purpose here is to resurrect a less well-known facet of East German history: the
 pervasiveness of political insubordination.

 What changed in the 1980s was not the fact of political discontent, but rather the

 goals and forms of organisation of that discontent. And, ironically, while dissent up

 until the 1980s had been largely oppositional in nature - that is, directed against the

 GDR - the dissent of the 1980s sought rather to effect reforms and influence policies

 within the GDR. To reformulate: opposition existed throughout the GDR's
 history; what was new about the 1980s was political activism in the GDR, organised
 at grassroots level. Thus the story of the d?stabilisation and ultimate demise of the

 GDR is not the story of 'the growth of opposition'; rather, it is the story of the
 displacement of opposition, or the growth alongside opposition, of a reformist
 political activism. And what was crucial to the success ofthat political activism was
 not only the collapse of the external support props of the GDR - the Iron Curtain,
 the willingness of the Soviet Union to intervene by force ? but also the disintegra
 tion of collusion as far as functionaries of the regime were concerned.

 The fragmentation of popular political dissent, 1949-78

 One fact was evident throughout the GDR's history: a lot of people did not like the
 GDR. That there was mass discontent with the political constraints and material
 shortcomings of life in the GDR is indisputable. This was both externalised and
 reified in official views, which almost automatically attributed very diverse expres

 sions of protest to the 'class enemy' (usually expressed as an individual, with
 references to the Klassenfeind, the T?tigkeit des Klassengegners), steered from the
 imperialist-capitalist West. But in reality there were many, often quite conflicting,
 bases of discontent within the GDR itself, frequently sparked by unfavourable
 comparisons between West and East but certainly based more on authentic experi
 ence than on manipulation by alleged enemy agents.

 Discontent did not, however, necessarily mean the basis for a mass uprising, let
 alone a successful revolution. Prior to 1989, there was only one mass uprising in the

 GDR's history, that of 1953. And in 1989, it was only relatively slowly, and late,
 that the masses entered the political scene, when the regime was visibly crumbling
 from above. There was also, throughout, a steady minority of intellectuals who
 criticised, usually from a Marxist standpoint, the shortcomings of the neo-Stalinist

 form of regime which existed in the GDR; again, for the most part they were
 relatively easily isolated. For all the diversity of forms of critique and discontent

 2 See, for example, the now classic exposition in G?nter Gaus, Wo Deutschland liegt (Munich: dtv,
 1986).
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 Popular discontent and political activism in the GDR 267

 during the period until the late 1970s, there was one feature in common: dissent was

 fragmented. Here, I shall be concerned with the evidence of popular discontent, the
 views of prominent intellectuals having already received widespread attention in
 analyses of opposition in the GDR.

 The June Uprising of 1953 has been subjected to thorough examination by
 observers of the GDR.3 What is now apparent from the newly opened archives is
 that the strikes of June 1953 were distinctive largely only in their extent and the

 publicity they received.4 The difference was not so much - or only partly ? in the
 attitudes of workers, but rather more in the responses of the regime. To put it rather

 pointedly: after the experience of 1953, the authorities 'had got their act together':
 they intervened to isolate and deal with industrial unrest before it could escalate into

 any form of wider political unrest.
 Strikes were not necessarily political in either origins or intention; however, since

 they posed a challenge to authority in the 'workers' and peasants' state', they were
 very often interpreted and treated as political events. Reading through the reports
 of unofficial work stoppages, it becomes apparent that the most common causes
 were comparable to those dealt with through more institutionalised channels of
 interest representation and conflict resolution in democratic societies. A very
 common reason for downing tools was precisely that which sparked off the June
 1953 uprising: the raising of work norms. With inadequate equipment and short
 ages of materials, workers very often found it difficult, if not impossible, to produce
 more; and when corners were cut on safety standards, industrial injuries often
 resulted.5 Differential pay rates, inadequate working conditions, unfair treatment of

 individuals, attempts to stamp out previously lax practices, poor food or food
 which had been heated too early for the late shift, disputes over beer bottles - these

 and other major and minor irritations in everyday life at the workplace often gave

 grounds for unofficial work stoppages of greater or lesser duration.6 Frequently the

 initial dispute was exacerbated by the imbibing of considerable quantities of alcohol;

 3 For a detailed account of 1953, see A. Baring, Uprising in East Germany (New York: Cornell
 University Press, 1972). A great deal of attention is paid to it in Western accounts. See, for example,
 H. A. Turner, The Two Germanies since 1945 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987).

 4 See Karl Wilhelm Fricke, Opposition und Widerstand in der DDR (thereafter Fricke, Opposition)
 (Cologne: Verlag Wissenschaft und Politik, 1984), 101-4, for the patchy evidence previously available,
 from which only very rough guesses about the extent of industrial unrest could be surmised.

 5 Cf. Archiv der Gewerkschaftsbewegung Berlin. FDGB Bundesvorstand (thereafter FDGB), File
 no. 5414, report of 8 Aug. 1968 on an explosion on 11 July 1968 at a PVC production factory of the VE
 Electro-chemicals combine in Bitterfeld, which left 32 dead and 238 injured within the factory (of
 whom eight died later), and two dead, with many more injured, outside, as well as having long-term
 health risks (heart and circulatory problems) after inhaling the gases released. The Produktionsdirektor
 himself blamed the explosion on the emphasis on ever higher productivity at the expense of safety
 measures.

 6 See for example FDGB: File no. 15/1470/6447, letter of 28 Dec. 1961; File number 3023, reports
 of 25 Sept. 1964, 20 May 1965, 7 July 1966, 9 Aug. 1967, 29 Nov. 1967, 26 June 1969 (in which the cook
 who was responsible for the poor food which occasioned the strike was eventually dismissed, after
 trying to mislead the investigation by producing an atypically good meal); 29 July 1969, 7 Aug. 1969
 (food produced too early had gone off in the heat by the time the late shift were able to take a meal
 break), 16 April 1970, 27 Oct. 1975, and others.
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 it is striking how often accounts of Sauferei (excessive drinking) crop up in the
 reports.7

 Once a fully fledged confrontation was underway, it was often discovered that
 the individuals concerned had 'Western contacts' (not very surprising, since a

 majority of the population had friends and relatives in the West); this was then
 interpreted as putting a political gloss on the strike, transmogrifying what was
 originally a work dispute into something altogether more sinister. For example, in
 November 1961 three workers at the VEB Waggonbau Goerlitz left their shift,
 started drinking and eventually became too drunk to return to work. On investi
 gation, all three were found to have close connections with West Berlin, and were

 therefore arrested.8 Often, too, workers would threaten to strike for higher wages,
 making comparisons with better conditions in the West, and would argue that, as
 the FDGB did not truly represent workers' interests, they did not see why they
 should pay union dues, which only went into the pockets of functionaries; such
 comments, too, were clearly 'political' and were treated as such.9

 On occasion, however, investigation would reveal that workers' protests were to
 an extent justified, and realistic measures would be taken to attempt to rectify the
 causes of industrial unrest. It was sometimes the local functionaries, rather than the

 workers, who were at fault; for example, one report comes to the unequivocal
 conclusion that 'the roots of industrial conflicts show clearly that, now as previously,
 trade union leaders continue to tolerate slovenliness, bureaucratism and heartless

 ness'.10 Another investigation of a dispute over wage payments, work contracts and

 the regulation of working conditions revealed that 'the colleagues who have downed

 tools do not seek to exert pressure on the organs of state, but merely want to force

 the factory director to clarify working conditions in the factory'. (The latter, it was
 noted, had been sacked from previous positions because of drunkenness, and 'even
 during the investigative discussions ... the factory director was drunk'.)11

 It is noticeable, however, that after 1953 these strikes remained purely localised.
 They arose over local issues, local sources of friction, and they were relatively rapidly

 and often quite efficiently dealt with at a local level. Despite the comments reported
 from the Stahl- and Walzwerk Brandenburg (where pictures of Ulbricht and
 Grotewohl had been defaced), to the effect that 'it is no wonder that a 17 June occurs,

 because the atmosphere in the factory is so miserable and this shows that in socialism

 too there are crises',12 there were no further mass uprisings after 1953. This was very

 7 See for example FDGB, file no. 15/1470/6447, report of 13 Dec. i960: 45 workers in the T?pferei
 section at the VEB Steinzeugwerk Krauschwitz downed tools at 8.30 am; while most of these returned
 to work by 11 am, ten got so drunk that they were unable to return all day. Cf. also report of 23 Nov.
 1961 on problems of work discipline, excuses for failing to show up for work or to leave early, and
 excessive drinking.

 8 FDGB, File no. 15/1470/6447, report of 11 Nov. 1961.
 9 See, for example, FDGB, File no. 2672 (1956), Information Nummer 7, 1-2.
 10 FDGB 15/1470/6447, report of 7 July 1966, p. 5. This and all subsequent translations of original

 German quotations are by the author.
 11 Ibid., Report of 9 Aug. 1967, 3.
 12 FDGB, File no. 2677, Report of 4 Aug. 1961, 16.
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 largely because the central authorities themselves were not in such public disarray
 over policy as they had been in the run-up to June 1953. There were no ambiguities,
 no splits in orientation, to be explored and exploited; there was little chance of
 achieving much. Partly, too, the workers became more resigned to their fate. They

 had learnt lessons from the defeat of 1953. As one worker from the Cottbus railway

 station put it: 'Just stop talking about striking, everyone who strikes has to be locked

 up. I was also locked up on 17/6/1953.' And another Cottbus worker pointed sadly
 to the lack of external support for domestic unrest: 'We can't strike, no one
 supported us either on 17/6.'13

 Workers did not need to strike to indicate disquiet. Acts of industrial sabotage
 were extremely common. The reports are full of indications of a critical, disgrun
 tled, non-co-operative stance, expressions of which might range from the cutting of
 cables or the emptying of functionaries' petrol tanks to the defacing of pictures of

 political figures.14 There were also more subtle means of insulating oneself from the
 all-pervasive ideology of the state even while at work. In the VEB Weimarer
 Porzellan in Blankenhein, when a speech on the foundation of the National Peoples
 Army was carried on the factory radio system, women in the printing section
 indicated their disapproval by wrapping shawls, scarves and headscarves around
 their ears, while in the neighbouring painting department the workers struck up a

 'whistling concert' to drown out the sound of the radio.15

 There were many other ways, too, of making more directly political protests.
 Many expressions of protest reveal a degree of ideological confusion ? or operation
 on the principle that 'my enemy's enemy is my friend': to demonstrate against the
 GDR, any symbol to which the GDR was officially opposed would do. Thus
 Western democracy and Nazism were virtually equated, both being seen as oppo
 nents of communist rule,16 and the daubing of swastikas and favourable references

 to Hitler and Nazism were as common as demands for political freedom and
 favourable references to Adenauer.

 Swastikas and other appeals to the Nazi period were a recurrent symbol of
 unrest, clearly designed to antagonise the authorities. In 1956, in the context of the

 Hungarian crisis, there were numerous incidences of swastikas being daubed on
 walls, often accompanied by the slogan 'SED ? No!'.17 At the beginning of August
 1961, a week before the erection of the Berlin Wall, a large number of rough,
 uncomplimentary leaflets (Schmierzettel) with swastikas were found in the

 13 FDGB, File no. 15/1470/6447, Report of 17 Jan. 1961.
 14 See, for example, FDGB, 2672, Information Nummer 8, passim.
 15 FDGB, 2672, Information Nummer 10, 5.
 16 This was, of course, an ironic mirror-image of the officially propagated view that West

 Germany, far from marking a clean break with the past, as the GDR allegedly did, was rather the
 natural homeland of former Nazis and represented the 'capitalist-imperialist' successor to the preceding
 'fascist' Nazi state.

 17 Institut fur die Geschichte der Arbeiterbewegung, Zentrales Parteiarchiv (the archive of the
 former Central Committee of the ruling Socialist Unity Party, thereafter IfGA, ZPA), IV 2/5/968,
 Report of 25 Jan. 1956, 5.
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 Wella-Ventile factory.18 In 1967, at the Radebeul-Zitschewig secondary school
 (Oberschule) in the Dresden-Land district, pupils of classes four and six had taken to

 greeting each other with 'Heil Hitler!' and 'Heil to our F?hrer!'. One pupil had stolen
 a red warning flag and embellished it with a self-drawn swastika; others had some
 how acquired SS-Stahlhelm helmets, which they were openly flaunting.19 In 1969, in

 Parchim, eleven different instances of graffiti including swastikas were reported,
 some with additional slogans, such as 'Russians out of Czechoslovakia'.20 In March
 1970, in the Walzwerk department of the VEB Edelstahl werk Freital, there was a

 Hakenkreuzschmiererei (daubing of swastikas) with a 'Sieg Heil!' added for good
 measure.21

 Most of these were simply designed to irritate and antagonise the authorities.
 Occasionally there were attempts to bring together former Nazis, or to influence the

 young, or there were expressions to the effect that things had been better in the old

 days. An SED report of January 1956 tells us that the hotel owner of the Goldener
 L?we in Plauen had been arrested, 'because there have yet again been unpermitted
 gatherings [literally 'riotous assemblies', Zusammenrottungen] of former active fascists

 in his restaurant, who intend to found a so-called "League of former Fascists" and
 who have already been meeting regularly in the restaurant, singing fascist songs,
 etc'.22 In the context of the foundation of the National People's Army (Nationale
 Volksarmee, NVA), a worker is reported as saying: 'Build homes instead of barracks.

 We fought for a better cause in the fascist army than today.'23 A report of March
 1961 complains that 'in the Magdeburg district it appeared that older colleagues

 were exerting a negative influence on youngsters, in that they were reporting their
 wartime experiences... in the rosiest colours. In the Kraftwerk Th?lmann, Leipzig,
 youth were also under a bad influence and expressed the opinion that "they would
 have been better off in the Nazi Reich".'24 A schoolteacher was dismissed in 1969 for

 uttering such comments as 'I would have preferred to live under Hitler, he under
 stood how to give youngsters ideals and mobilise them for his goals'.25 A member of
 the FDGB in Leipzig was found to be spreading such phrases as 'I'll make Hitler
 youths out of you yet' and 'I will found my own party and then all the Comrades
 will be put into a Concentration Camp'.26 In December 1970, the postmaster in
 charge of the Nordhausen 2 district was found not only to have been stealing goodies

 from packages arriving from the West but also to be in possession of a copy of
 Hitler's Mein Kampf27 Such examples could be multiplied; in all areas of the GDR,
 disgruntlement could easily be expressed through appeals to better times gone by.

 18 FDGB, File no. 2677, Report of 4 Aug. 1961, 16.
 19 FDGB, File no. 3023, Report of 1 Feb. 1967.
 20 FDGB, File no. 3023, Report of 17 June 1969, 2.
 21 Ibid., Report of 13 July 1970, 1.
 22 IfGA, ZPA, IV 2/5/968, Report of 9 Jan. 1956, 4.
 23 FDGB, File no. 2672, Information Nummer 4, 20 Jan. 1956, 5.
 24 FDGB, File no. 2677, Report of 14 March 1961, 5.
 25 FDGB, File no. 3023, Report of 20 Jan. 1969, 2.
 26 FDGB, File no. 3023, Report of 12 Aug. 1970, 2.
 27 FDGB, 3023, Report of 16 Dec. 1970, 3.
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 Disgruntlement could also be expressed through comparisons with the West, and
 the authorities were as irritated by graffiti supporting Adenauer as that supporting

 Hitler. In 1956, on the occasion of President Wilhelm Pieck's birthday, a congratu
 latory plaque was unofficially embellished with a further phrase: 'And we congratu
 late Adenauer the leader of the workers of all Germany.'28 When Adenauer died in

 1967, the flags were flown at half-mast in three secondary schools in Berlin
 K?penick, and at one of them there was a demand for a minute's silence in
 Adenauer's honour.29

 An extraordinary ideological mixture is revealed in a report, dated June 1967, on

 political trouble-making in the VEB Kranbau Eberswalde. Three ring-leaders are
 spreading the views that: 'during the Second World War, Walter Ulbricht stayed
 behind the front and betrayed Communists' (i.e. pro-Communist); 'we are not free
 in the GDR, but rather we are walled-in citizens [eingemauerte B?rger]' (pro
 freedom); and 'Eichmann [this refers to the war criminal] should be given a
 posthumous order of merit for his deeds in the Second World War' (pro-Nazi).30

 All such protests were isolated actions, expressions of discontent and not part of
 an organised movement to achieve change. There were however, potentially more
 explosive moments in the history of the GDR, when the regime felt it was necessary
 to put the security forces on maximum alert. As the autumn of 1989 was to show,

 eruptions in one part of the Soviet bloc could have serious implications for all the
 other states. Although the East German uprising of 1953 had been put down, there

 were further upheavals in Hungary in 1956, Czechoslovakia in 1968 and Poland at
 intervals until the Solidarity movement of 1980-1 provoked the imposition of

 military rule. It was quite possible that any of these movements for some liberation

 in the Eastern bloc countries could have spin-off effects in others, and the GDR
 authorities were justifiably worried about the dangers of cross-infection. In the
 event, to outward appearances, the East German population appeared to remain
 docile. Outward appearances - testimony to the efficiency of the security measures
 taken by the regime ? concealed, however, a degree of political ferment among the

 East German population, the extent of which has not previously been appreciated.

 The revolution which did not take place: 1968 in the GDR

 1968 has been seen as a particularly significant year. The Western world - from
 Berkeley to Berlin, via Paris and the LSE ? was rocked by student movements
 advocating enhanced democracy, non-violence (the generation of slogans such as
 'flower-power' and 'make love not war') and the radical critique of structures of
 repression. With the rediscovery of the ideas of the young Marx in the 1960s, many

 left-wing intellectuals in the West drew great encouragement from developments in

 the so-called Prague Spring of Czechoslovakia. Dubcek's attempts to bring about a
 more decentralised, liberalised and democratic form of state socialism seemed a

 28 FDGB, File no. 2672, Information Nummer 7, 4.
 29 FDGB, 3023, Report of 26 April 1967.
 30 FDGB, File no. 3023, Report of 20 June 1967.
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 highly attractive alternative to the political repression of post-Stalinist regimes in
 the Soviet bloc. And the forcible suppression of the young green shoots of this
 short-lived experiment in liberalistion, with the invasion of Warsaw Pact troops in
 August 1968, proved a decisive, shattering experience for many democrats across
 the world.

 At the time, however, the GDR appeared to remain as quiescent as ever. The
 acknowledged expert on opposition in the GDR, Karl Wilhelm Fricke, recounted a
 few incidents of protest and the trials and punishments of a few protesters, from
 which he deduced that the real numbers of those demonstrating 'may perhaps have
 reached three figures'; but, on the basis of the snippets which reached the eyes of

 Western observers, it was not possible to provide much more detail than this.31
 Even an East German author, in a better personal position to comment, referred
 only to 'the couple of slogans which for the first time in decades were to be seen on
 the walls of houses, and the few leaflets that were distributed .. .'.32

 We are now able to refine and qualify the received view of outward tranquillity.
 The extent of popular unrest and of sputterings of revolt is far greater than
 previously imagined. The population of the GDR was not as docile, as obedient to
 secular authority, as had previously been thought - but nor were all expressions of
 political unrest as purely pro-democracy or pro-reform socialist, as ideologically
 straightforward or as intellectually coherent, as has been represented in hindsight.

 On the basis of a preliminary analysis of the documents of the State Security
 Police (Stasi), the central party archive of the SED and the Berlin city archives,
 Stefan Wolle has built up an intriguing picture of the character and extent of
 oppositional political activity, particularly in Berlin, in the late summer of 1968.
 Acts of protest were not restricted to students and intellectuals, but rather emanated

 from all quarters of the population, ranging from the offspring of high SED
 functionaries, through the circles of the academic and creative intelligentsia, right
 into all levels and areas of the industrial work force. As far as generation was
 concerned, young people - predominantly aged between 18 and 25 ? seemed
 particularly active.33 In Wolle's view, the ideals of reform communism were too
 abstract to find much resonance among large sections of the population; neverthe
 less, the Stasi and the SED were correct in their suspicions 'that there was consider

 able sympathy in the population for a reform-socialist course'.34

 This picture may be extended and refined, but also, in important respects,
 qualified, on the basis of the material in the central trade union archives. These
 records confirm a picture of very widespread protest. It is certainly true that acts of

 protest did not come solely, or indeed even predominantly, from members of the
 intelligentsia. It is less clear, however, that popular protests indicated widespread

 31 Fricke, Opposition, 149.
 32 Wolfgang R?ddenklau, St?renfried. DDR-opposition 1986-89 (thereafter R?ddenklau, St?ren

 fried) (Berlin: BasisDruck, 1992), 16.
 33 Stefan Wolle, 'Die DDR-Bev?lkerung und der Prager Fr?hling', Aus Politik und Zeitgeschichte.

 Beilage zur Wochenzeitung Das Parlament, Vol. 36, 28 Aug. 1992, 35-45, esp. 41-3.
 34 Ibid., 45.
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 Popular discontent and political activism in the GDR 273

 sympathy for 'reform socialism' in particular, rather than a desire for political
 freedom in general.

 A very interesting analysis of the situation was undertaken by the trade union
 leadership at the end of the first week of September 1968.35 This report provides
 detailed evidence that all over the GDR there were oppositional activities and
 expressions of protest. In numerous places, workers were refusing to sign the official

 'Declaratory Acts' (Willenserkl?rungen) supporting what were euphemistically
 called the 'measures taken by the five socialist countries' - the suppression of the
 Czech liberalisation movement by force. In Berlin, for example, eleven production
 collectives of the Baustelle Stadzentrum Berlin refused to sign, as did a production
 collective from the VEB Stahl- und Blechkonstruktion. In the Forschungszentrum
 Berlin-Adlershof, handwritten demands for 'Freedom for Vietnam - Freedom for

 Czechoslovakia' were being circulated. In one factory, the Levy-KG Berlin
 Lichtenberg, there were demands for a sympathy strike.36 In another, a trade union

 functionary was himself a co-initiator of a protocol that demanded the withdrawal

 of East German troops from Czechoslovakia.37 Similar refusals to sign the docu
 ment supporting the measures were reported from Cottbus/Neubrandenburg,
 Frankfurt/Oder, Rostock, Magdeburg, Halle, Gera - indeed all over the GDR.

 Youth seem to have played a very active part in the protests. 'Youngsters' are
 repeatedly mentioned in the report as being withdrawn, opposed, influenced by

 Western propaganda. In Rostock, the report speaks of the 'spreading of enemy
 rumours, including among youngsters'; in Magdeburg, 'apart from enemy argu
 ments ... there was a spreading of rumours and youngsters displayed partly a
 wait-and-see attitude, partly a negative response to the measures'; in Halle 'youths
 appeared with news from the Western media and referred to the inadequate and
 misleading information produced by our radio and television stations'.38 In M?hl
 hausen and in Erfurt, there had been 'illegal gatherings [Zusammenrottungen] of
 youngsters, who had been chanting the demand "We want our freedom"' - to
 which there had been a rapid response by the authorities ('Any further develop
 ments ... were prevented by our organs').39 'Illegal gatherings of youngsters' are
 also reported to have taken place on the railway stations of Magdeburg and
 Stendal.40 In Erfurt/Stadt, apart from 'enemy propaganda', there is a noticeable
 increase in the influence of the Church on young people, with invitations to lectures
 and discussions.41 In analysing particular concentrations of activity, the report
 concludes that 'It is characteristic of developing activities of the class enemy, that
 youngsters take the lead'.42

 The intelligentsia seem to have been scarcely more supportive of the govern
 ment, although - interestingly, given the more prominent role they have often been

 35 FDGB, File no. 5414 (Pr?sidiums- und Sekretariats-beschl?sse des Bundesvorstandes der FDGB betr.
 Besondere Vorkommnisse 1960?1985), 'FDGB Bundesvorstand. Beschluss des Sekretariats vom 16.9.68.
 Nr. S 640/68', relating to an analysis of the situation dated 6 Sept. 1968.

 36 Ibid.,s. 37 Ibid., 6. 38 Ibid., 7. 39 Ibid., 4.
 40 Ibid., 12.
 41 Ibid., s. 42 Ibid., 9.
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 allotted in general accounts of 'opposition' ? their lack of support appears to have
 been rather muted, characterised more by passive disapproval and withdrawal than
 by active protest. There is a report from Halle that 'Among members of the
 intelligentsia there were misunderstandings concerning the measures and the role of

 Dubcek. Sometimes the opinion was expressed that the measures were in con
 travention of international law.'43 At the Ilmenau Technical College (TH), ten of
 the twenty-seven academic colleagues refused to sign the official document. In
 Dresden, 'in the circles of the intelligentsia and in the health services there was a
 tendency to withdrawal and refusal to sign the Declaratory Acts'.44 Of 180 students

 at a meeting in the student residence of the University of Greifswald, only twenty

 were prepared to support the invasion of Czechoslovakia.45 But all sections of the
 population appeared to be affected in one way or another. In the Dresden, Bautzen
 and Dippoldiswalde districts, there was panic shopping. Comparisons were being
 drawn with 1938. In the border areas, there was very noticeable 'anti-Soviet
 incitement'.46 Women appeared to be particularly upset if their menfolk were
 serving in the army.

 Typical opinions are reported: this is just like Hitler in 1938; the GDR should
 remain neutral; 'let the Czechs seek salvation their own way, why should we get
 mixed up in it'; 'when the Russian whistles, the others have to dance'; 'if the
 Russians want to be our friends, they should give Silesia and the other territories
 back to us'; 'there is no counter-revolution in Czechoslovakia'; 'why should the
 National People's Army take part in the invasion, the GDR is itself a country under
 Soviet occupation', and so on.47 The mood which comes across in this wide-ranging
 and detailed report is quite complex. It is one of general apprehension, of fear of
 what might come; questions are raised about the responses of Western countries,
 about whether NATO might also march into Czechoslovakia, about why the

 Western Communist Parties of France, Italy and Sweden were opposed to the
 measures. Questions are also repeatedly raised about the likely responses of
 Romania, Yugoslavia and China. The panic shopping is indicative of deep-seated
 uncertainty about the future. A lot of dissatisfaction with the Ulbricht Government

 is expressed, and there is widespread support for freedom of the press and public
 opinion. But it is not all straightforwardly pro-democracy.

 Indeed, the ideological mixture, the conjuncture of apparently mutually incom
 patible positions, is perhaps what is most striking about the unrest among the
 population. This is revealed in the most astonishing juxtapositions, as in the
 following paragraphs summarising the situation, which are worth quoting in full:

 ... increased daubing of swastikas, SS-runes, graffiti in toilets, factories, on buildings, streets
 and squares. Mostly these graffiti consist of slogans such as 'Long live Dubcek - Freedom for
 Czechoslovakia - Russians and Germans get out of Czechoslovakia - It is just like 30 years
 ago'.

 ... provocative expressions and incitements against our state, against the Soviet Union
 and leading personalities (particularly against Comrade Walter Ulbricht).

 43 Ibid., 7. " Ibid., 6. 45 Ibid., 12. ^ Ibid., 6.
 47 Jfott, 2, 3, 8.
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 For example four youths in the Zentrum-Warenhaus Erfurt described Soviet soldiers as
 'pigs and pig-Russians'. There were such graffiti as 'Long live Dubcek, down with

 Ulbricht', 'Dubcek has got more people supporting him than Ulbricht has in the GDR',
 Ulbricht is Hitler number 2'. Tearing up of pictures of leading personalities of the GDR and
 singing of fascist songs.48

 Similarly, youths at a campsite in Graal-Muritz, in the Rostock area, demonstrated
 against the GDR by 'singing fascist songs and carrying around a picture of Hitler'.49
 The singing of fascist songs, daubing of swastikas and SS signs at the same time as
 upholding demands for political freedom appears at first sight extraordinary,
 although clearly both were designed as expressions of protest against the 'anti
 fascist' state of the GDR. The West German flag could serve the same purpose: on
 the Neust?dter railway station, two GDR flags were torn down, while at the

 Wasserbohrstelle Gehrendorf two black-red-gold flags without the GDR emblem
 were raised.50

 The expression of protest took many forms. Slogans, graffiti, anonymous
 telephone calls threatening leading functionaries, demands for sympathy strikes or

 at least a downing of tools for Gedenkminuten (a minute's silence), and attempted
 escapes from the GDR, were all common. So were acts of sabotage or attempted
 sabotage. A cable belonging to the Soviet Army was hacked through in Dresden.
 The long-distance gas pipe from Czechoslovakia to the GDR, providing energy to
 Dresden, was damaged on the Czech side of the border. A telephone cable was cut
 through on the line from Dessau to Halberstadt. Many other instances of sabotage,
 including arson, are also reported from a whole range of different areas.51

 A major form of protest was the distribution of leaflets. Interestingly, however,

 there is only one mention of an alleged organisation behind the leaflet: in Haldens
 leben leaflets were found proclaiming 'here speaks the Peace Party of Germany and

 calls out loud, German Communists out, your mothers are waiting at home' (there
 is a stylistic flourish in the original, which rhymes but does not scan: 'Deutsche

 Kommunisten raus, eure M?tter warten zu Haus.')52 There are numerous other
 reports of Flugblattaktionen ('leaflet actions'), but without details of their contents.

 Leaflet actions are mentioned not only in the special report discussed above but also

 in the more general trade union reports. On 30 August, for example, it is reported
 from Karl-Marx-Stadt that 'in the Centrum-Warenhaus leaflets were discovered

 which called for a collection of signatures to protest against the measures of the five

 socialist countries. Similar leaflets were found in the letter boxes of employees ....

 The daubing of graffiti, the distribution of leaflets, the writing and shouting of
 incitements and slogans, continue unabated.'53 At the same time, of course, the news

 reporting of the Western media was of very great importance, perhaps rendering
 the contents of GDR home-grown communications slightly less important. Sub
 sequent general reports repeatedly stress, for example, that people do not believe the

 official version of events reported in the GDR press but rather, through following

 48 Ibid., 8. 49 Ibid., 12. 50 Ibid., 12.
 51 See generally the detailed reporting in ibid., 4-13.
 52 Ibid., 9. 53 FDGB, File no. 2684, Information Nummer 13, dated 30 Aug. 1968, 3.
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 Western television and radio, believe that the movement for liberalisation in
 Czechoslovakia has more to do with people's desire for freedom than with the
 alleged activities of Western agents provocateurs.54

 It is now clear that all over the GDR, in all regions and among all classes and
 groups of society, there were strong, if very variegated, reactions to the events of
 the summer of 1968. Countless numbers of ordinary individuals were willing to risk

 disciplinary actions, arrest and possible imprisonment, by refusing to sign official
 documents, by demanding sympathy strikes or Gedenkminuten, by spreading leaflets
 or daubing graffiti, by making symbolic demonstrations of their opposition to the
 Ulbricht regime. The apparent quiescence of the population was due more to rapid,
 effective intervention and suppression than to lack of public arousal. What then, to

 summarise, were the main reasons why there was no visible uprising in the GDR in

 1968, despite this seething, widespread popular unrest below the surface?

 Essentially, there were two major aspects which distinguished 1968 from both
 1953 and 1989. On the one hand, protests were very much in the nature of
 spontaneous, individual, isolated acts: expressions of disapproval rather than
 organised movements for change. Political dissent was certainly widespread, but it
 was essentially reactive in nature: people knew what they wanted to protest against,
 but they had no organisational networks, or strategies for seeking to exert influence

 on the government or to effect alternative policies. While this was true also of 1953,

 it was no longer the case in the later 1980s, when the political organisation of dissent

 was much more advanced, if still somewhat unco-ordinated. Secondly, and in
 contrast to 1953 and the later 1980s, there were no major differences of opinion as

 far as the political ?lites were concerned. Working in close conjunction with the
 SED leadership, the State Security Police were able to suppress all forms of
 resistance before they were able to achieve much by way of effects: individuals were
 arrested, leaflets were collected up and destroyed, graffiti were rapidly removed
 from walls. The responses of the authorities were quick, co-ordinated and effective.

 There were no splits in the higher ranks of the SED, no differences in opinion over

 appropriate responses between SED and Stasi, no seeking of dialogue with dissen
 ters: simply suppression. In the wake of this experience, the surly silence and social

 compromises of the 1970s were rational reactions.

 The growth of political activism, 1978-89

 What changed in the character of political dissent from the late 1970s? There are two

 closely related aspects of particular importance.

 First, dissent came better organised, less a matter of largely individual spon
 taneous expressions of protest and disapproval, more a phenomenon of explicit
 political strategies and co-ordinated organisational networks. Secondly, the political
 activists of the late 1970s and 1980s were pursuing potentially realisable, clearly

 54 See FDGB, 2684, Information Nummer 17 (5 Sept. 1968), p. 5, and Information Nummer 18 (6
 Sept. 1968).
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 defined goals: they were in the main concerned to effect realistic improvements
 within existing socialism. After Ostpolitik, they had by and large accepted that the
 GDR was here to stay for the foreseeable future; and in any event, West Germany
 did not necessarily constitute the automatically preferable alternative form of
 society. But nor were they concerned with essentially Utopian blueprints for a quite
 different form of society. They did not look backwards to a golden past; westwards

 to an affluent alternative; or upwards to a Utopian pie in the sky. Rather, they set

 their sights forwards: they were seeking, in the context of a non-democratic
 political system, to make some impact on political and economic policy-making in
 the here and now. In certain respects, the unofficial groupings which began to
 develop in the GDR were the equivalent, in the context of a communist state, of the
 citizens' initiative groups and social movements which were able to operate more
 openly, and on a far larger scale, in West Germany at this time.

 There were, of course, continuities: no clear, sharp, decisive break can be
 discerned, associated with any particular incident or event. The date of 1978 has
 been chosen - not entirely arbitrarily - because of the historically important
 agreement between Church and State which was reached on 6 March of that year.
 This provided the basis for the institutional and organisational context and the
 ideological/cultural flavour of much of the historically significant dissent of the
 1980s. But there were important trends in the development of political activism
 before this date, and ambiguities with respect to the role of the Church in relation to

 the development of dissent thereafter.

 There were also other developments which tended to render the mid- to later
 1970s a turning point as far as dissent was concerned. The conclusion of the

 Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE), with the signing of
 the Helsinki Final Act in 1975, provided an important basis from which activists

 within the GDR could critique the actions of their government on human rights
 issues to which the political leadership had publicly committed itself. In late 1976,
 the enforced exile of Wolf Biermann aroused what was, given the non-democratic
 conditions, effectively a storm of protest: a public outcry which clearly marked the
 end of any hopes for cultural liberalisation which had been aroused by Honecker's
 early promise of 'no taboos' under socialism.55 In 1979, the Western decision on
 Pershing and Cruise missiles, and the re-awakening of the Cold War with the Soviet
 invasion of Afghanistan, reinforced already existing anti-militarist sentiments and

 provided the impetus for the unofficial peace initiatives of the early 1980s. Increas

 ing strains in the economy, and ever more visible signs of environmental pollution

 55 Interestingly, this backfired somewhat from the point of view of the authorities. One report
 notes bitterly that 'until now 80% of East German citizens had never heard of [Biermann], but now he
 has become a hero'. FDGB, File no. 3023, 'Information ?ber weitere Meinungen von Gewerkschafts
 mitgleidern zur Aberkennung der Staatsb?rgerschaft von Biermann', 2 Dec. 1976, p. 6. A report two
 weeks later reveals that protests were not restricted to the well-known open letter of intellectuals: there

 were petitions and collections of signatures (by 'youngsters'), open letters on 'wall newspapers', the
 making and circulation of tape-recordings of Biermann's concerts in the West, and other indications of
 protest. FDGB, 3023, 'Information ?ber die ideologische Situation in den gewerkschaftlichen Grundor
 ganisationen zur Aberkennung der DDR-Staatsb?rgerschaft Biermanns', 17 Dec. 1976, pp. 5-6.
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 and ecological damage, provided an ongoing cause for concern in the 1980s. Finally,
 with the accession to power in the Soviet Union of Mikhail Gorbachev in 1985, and

 growing criticisms of the ageing Honecker's resistance to notions of glasnost and
 perestroika, there began to be significant grounds for hope for real change within
 socialism, and for a very different political future in a post-Honecker GDR.

 At the same time as the growth of a political activism, however, it should be
 emphasised that the vast majority of East German citizens continued in their
 patterns of conformity, grumbling and making do. The new political activism was
 characteristic only of a very small minority ? a few handfuls ? of citizens. Their
 activities and organisations grew up in the interstices of East German society,
 alongside continued patterns of obedience, retreatism and disparate discontents. Yet,

 in contrast to an earlier era, in curious ways the concerns of political activists were
 shared by some members of the political ?lite, at least at lower levels and in
 provincial areas if not at the centre or top of the party hierarchy.56

 Undoubtedly what attracted most attention in the late 1970s and early 1980s was
 the proliferation of unofficial peace initiatives in East Germany which opposed both

 NATO and Warsaw Pact missiles - unlike the official GDR peace movement,
 which considered only the capitalist-imperialist missiles of the West to constitute a
 threat to the future existence of mankind.57 Pressure for alternative policies on peace

 had been ever-present in the GDR. There had always been widespread concerns
 about issues of war and peace among ordinary people, in relation to, for example,
 the formation of an army in 1956, the designation of West Germany as the enemy

 and the militarisation of East German society. After the introduction of military
 service in 1962, the Church was instrumental in gaining recognition for an alter
 native form of military service, with those who had conscientious objections to
 bearing weapons being able to undertake alternative service as 'building soldiers'
 (Bausoldaten) in 1964. For the first ten years after the introduction of alternative
 service, around 220 to 240 young men took this option each year. It took consider
 able courage to do so: not only did alternative service last longer than ordinary

 military service, it also meant marking oneself out as a non-conformist and
 effectively closing off many opportunities as far as higher education and career
 choices were concerned.

 As Wolfgang R?ddenklau points out, opposition to military service was 'the
 only continuous, really unbroken movement right up to and beyond the watershed
 of 1989'.58 In 1972, former Bausoldaten founded the first Friedensseminar (literally

 'seminar for peace'), to discuss issues relating to peace, in K?nigswalde. By 1979, this

 56 This is a subject which will require further investigation. Preliminary indications are given, for
 example, by G?nter Schabowski, Das Politb?ro (Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1990), 37.

 57 For English-language works on the peace movement, see John Sandford, The Sword and the
 Ploughshare: Autonomous Peace Initiatives in East Germany (London: Merlin Press for END, 1983), and
 John Sandford, 'The Peace Movement and the Church in the Honecker Years', in G.-J. Glaessner and
 I. Wallace (eds), The German Revolution of 1989 (Oxford: Berg, 1992). On opposition under Honecker
 generally until 1985, see Roger Woods, Opposition in the GDR under Honecker, 1971-85 (London:

 Macmillan, 1986).
 58 R?ddenklau, St?renfried, 28.
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 seminar had swollen to a total of 125 participants, which necessitated moving into a

 church to find adequate space for discussions. In the course of the 1970s, other 'peace
 circles' (Friedenskreise) also sprang up. With the introduction of military instruction
 (Wehrkundeunterricht) in schools in 1978, the Church again protested (notably in the
 person of the bishop of Magdeburg, Werner Krusche), but this time with no
 success.

 The decision in 1979 to station nuclear missiles on German soil provided a major
 impetus for further, more active peace initiatives. A pastor in Dresden, Christoph

 Wonneberger, propagated the notion of 'social peace work' (soziale Friedensdienst)
 as a more radical alternative to military service for those who found that even
 alternative service as a Bausoldat was too supportive of military action for a pacifist

 conscience. In the autumn of 1980, the first 'peace week' (literally ten days -
 Friedensdekade) was organised, and the Church printed what was to become one of
 the first symbols of mass protest, the 'Swords into Ploughshares' armband. This
 took as its theme an ideologically and politically irreproachable picture of the statue

 donated by the Soviet Union to the United Nations building in New York,
 depicting a man beating a sword into a ploughshare, with the relevant biblical
 inscription appended. It was printed by the church in Herrnhut and for technical
 reasons (printing as a book-mark, on 'linen paper') was not subject to censorship.

 It rapidly became apparent, however, that the Church was endangering its
 new-found position vis-?-vis the state, encapsulated in the Church/State agreement

 of March 1978, by supporting political activities which went beyond what the state
 was prepared to tolerate by way of 'controlled ventilation of dissent'.59 As the
 ambiguities of the case of Manfred Stolpe have revealed, much remains to be
 explored about the precise mechanisms through which the state made use of church

 leaders to suppress dissent, to reveal the intended plans of peace activists, to isolate or

 nullify their activities. Nevertheless, certain consequences of the ambivalent
 relationship between Church and State are clear. A number of church leaders
 withdrew their support from political activities: they refused to support Eppel
 mann's Berliner Appel ('Frieden schaffen ohne Waffen') of 1982; and they dissociated

 themselves from the 'Swords into Ploughshares' campaign, arguing that a change of
 tactics was necessary.60 In 1983, the Thuringian church was split over a planned
 demonstration of young people on Christmas Eve in Jena. By May 1987, the church
 leadership was openly challenged by the formation of a 'Church from below'
 ('Kirche von Unten') which rejected what it perceived as the church leadership's
 excessive caution and pusillanimity with respect to the state.61

 At the same time, non-Christian groups were developing alongside, often under
 the protection of, the Church. Many had their origins in loose discussion groups of

 59 I have discussed this notion in my article 'A German Dictatorship: Power Structures and
 Political Culture in the GDR', German Life and Letters, Vol. 45, no. 4 (1992), 376-92.

 60 See, for example, Klaus Ehring and Martin Dallwitz (eds.), Schwerter zu Pflugscharen: Friedens
 bewegung in der DDR (Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1982).

 61 See, for example, Ferdinand Kroh (ed.), 'Freiheit ist immer Freiheit...' Die Andersdenkenden in der
 DDR (Frankfurt: Ullstein, 1988).
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 the 1970s, or in the Christian Gruppen der offenen Arbeit who worked with dis
 affected youths, alcoholics, drug addicts and drop-outs. Environmental concerns
 began to be discussed in the mid-1970s, with the first groups established in
 Schwerin, Leipzig and Berlin in the late 1970s.62 'Okoseminare' were organised by
 these groups in the early 1980s, with samizdat publications with very small
 circulations. A minor success was scored in February 1983 when citizens' protests
 effected a small change in the route of the planned Schwerin?Wismar motorway to

 avoid a wildlife protection area. But, like the peace movement, many of these tiny
 groups suffered a setback with the combination of the actual decision of the West
 German parliament on 22 November 1983 to station nuclear missiles on German
 soil, and the Ausreisewelle of 1984 in which many of the most active spirits left for
 the West.

 Nevertheless, despite external setbacks, internal squabbles, difficulties with
 respect to church premises and support and an almost unbelievable degree of
 infiltration by unofficial informers of the Stasi,63 these small grassroots pressure

 groups continued and developed their activities in the course of the mid-1980s. The
 group which gained perhaps the most international notoriety was the Environ
 mental Library (Umweltbibliothek) in East Berlin, which started to produce its own
 publication, the Umweltbl?tter. But quite a number of other groups, often in some
 competition with each other, existed, too. Key characteristics were the lack of
 centralisation of the groups, the relatively loose network form of co-ordination and

 the lack of individual leadership figures.64 This made it less easy for any 'opposition'

 to be 'beheaded' ? essentially because it was not a single 'opposition' but a
 developing tide of what were effectively citizens' initiative groups, even if only on a

 tiny scale. Characteristic, too, was the way in which these groups took for granted
 the continued existence of the GDR: the subject of the West was almost taboo,
 something which could never be explicitly addressed.

 In the final three years of communist rule in the GDR, a new form of

 62 See esp. R?ddenklau, St?renfried, for a participant's version of the history of environmentalist
 groups in the GDR. There were considerable tensions between many activists, and the definitive history
 of these groups has yet to be reconstructed.

 63 Some groups might have fallen apart had it not been for Stasi membership. Many survived
 despite the presence of people subsequently revealed to have worked for the Stasi - and who might have
 suffered a degree of personal ambivalence about their role. Other groups, however, were clearly broken
 up - zersetzt - by the activities of Stasi infiltrators. Stasi research is a burgeoning field arousing
 considerable fascination in Germany today. Among the many recent publications see, for example, Karl

 Wilhelm Fricke, MfS Intern (Cologne: Verlag Wissenschaft und Politik, 1991); Joachim Gauck, Die
 Stasi-Akten. Das unheimliche Erbe der DDR (Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1991); Arnim Mitter and Stefan

 Wolle (eds), Ich liebe euch doch alle! Befehle und Lageberichte des MfS, fanuar-November 1989 (Berlin:
 BasisDruck, 1990); Ulrich von Sass and Harriet von Suchodoletz (eds), 'Feindlich-negative'. Zur
 politisch-operativen Arbeit einer Stasi-Zentrale (Berlin: Evangelische Verlags-Anstalt, 1990); Manfred
 Schell and Werner Kaiinka, Stasi und kein Ende: Die Personen und Fakten (Frankfurt: Ullstein, 1991).

 64 The death of Havemann in 1982 clearly implied an at least symbolic loss. That there were
 tensions among dissenters is revealed by the comment of one environmental activist, Wolfgang

 R?ddenklau, who suggests that Eppelmann was unable to take on Havemann's mantel of leadership
 because he failed to win widespread support 'on account of his infinite vanity and his authoritarian
 leadership style', St?renfried, 32. This point also may be the subject of future dispute.
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 increasingly open confrontation developed between a more evidently repressive
 state and what may be designated as an emergent 'civil society' (openly debating and
 seeking to influence policy on the issues of the day). On the one hand, the groups

 which had been developing political initiatives for changes of policy on a number of

 fronts within socialism - with respect to peace, human rights, the environment -
 stepped up the pressure and adopted more effective techniques of demonstration
 and action for change. Such, for example, was evident in the participation with
 unofficial banners in the Olof Palme Peace March of September 1987, or the
 Luxemburg/Liebknecht demonstrations of January 1988. Such was also, very
 obviously, the case with respect to the well-organised observation of the falsification
 of the local election results in May 1989. On the other hand, the Stasi ? whose
 ever-growing tentacles extended into every avenue of social life - increasingly
 abandoned its exclusive concentration on infiltration and secret destruction of lives

 and careers and reverted to the heavy-handed tactics of open intimidation and mass
 arrests which had been more characteristic of the 1950s. Mass arrests in turn

 produced mass protests: an increasingly visible polarisation between state and
 emergent civil society was evident long before Hungary began to snip away at the
 external conditions of the GDR's existence - in the shape of the Iron Curtain - in

 May 1989.
 And what determined the rapid implosion of East German communist rule in the

 autumn of 1989? This is not the place to enter into an analysis of the total
 configuration which conditioned the course and outcome of East Germany's 'gentle
 revolution'. One key feature must, however, be mentioned here. Just as there had
 been growing concerns among a minority of the East German population about the
 need for dramatic developments in policy and energetic addressing of key issues on
 the day, so, too, had a similar concern developed precisely among grassroots and
 regional functionaries of the regime. Increasingly worried about the rigid and
 inflexible attitudes of the ageing leadership around Erich Honecker, many carriers

 of the state were themselves concerned to develop new strategies for dealing with
 mounting economic and environmental problems. It was because of this parallel set
 of concerns among certain quarters of the political ?lite that the protests of
 demonstrators in the autumn of 1989 were not met with uniformly repressive
 approaches, but rather with a variegated set of responses characterised also, in many

 cases, by a willingness to engage in dialogue with demonstrators. A complete
 account of the collapse of the GDR must address the issue of the way in which ?lites

 began to capitulate in face of mass protests - an effective recognition of the
 bankruptcy of received policies and of the need for new approaches to increasingly
 insurmountable problems. It was in part this convergence of the views of some
 among the political ?lites with those of the political activists which determined the
 way in which the gentle revolution unfolded.65

 65 Clearly this point needs more exposition and discussion than can be undertaken here. It is
 examined at length in my book on the GDR (Oxford University Press, forthcoming).
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 Conclusion

 This article has sought to present an insight, based on an analysis of the material
 which has become available, into some key features of popular discontent and
 political activism in the GDR. This suggests that popular discontent in the East
 German dictatorship was far more widespread than previously supposed. Popular
 opposition to the GDR existed throughout its history and was expressed explicitly
 in acts of industrial sabotage, work stoppages, leaflet distribution, defacing of the
 regime's symbols and pictures of leading functionaries, daubing of swastikas,
 slogans, graffiti and numerous other displays of general insubordination. Par
 ticularly widespread and previously unsuspected levels of popular unrest were
 evident in the crisis year of 1968. Thus, attempts to explain the relative stability of
 East German communist rule, in contrast to that in Poland and Czechoslovakia, in

 terms (at least partly) of the alleged docility of the masses, are misplaced. In so far as

 docility is to be found, it may perhaps be better sought among the technical and
 cultural intelligentsias - those who indicated their disapproval by at best a passive
 withdrawal, a compromise conformity and critique within bounds, or a flight to the
 West.

 For the greater part of the GDR's history, however, ?lites were able to exert
 effective control over the rumblings of discontent from below, which remained for

 the most part easily isolated and unco-ordinated. It was not these popular expres
 sions of outright hostility to the regime which ultimately brought it down, but
 rather - ironically - attempts to improve the GDR from within: that is, it was not

 opposition, so much as reformism, which contributed to the beginning of the end of
 the GDR.66 What needs further examination now are two separate sets of develop

 ments: on the one hand, the key changes in the nature of political dissent, and the
 emergence of a more widespread and better organised activism for change within
 socialism, in the course of the 1980s; and, on the other, the significant changes in the
 attitudes, concerns and responses of the authorities, in particular the SED. Together,

 these developments helped to determine the way in which the GDR came to an end
 as much at the hands of a revolution from above as of one from below and one from

 without - and at the hands of precisely those who wanted to improve, rather than
 destroy, the functioning of actually existing socialism on German soil.

 66 Of course the beginning of the end was only that - the beginning of the end. With the opening of
 the borders, the masses reappeared on the political scene, in the shape of a mass exodus to the West, to
 ensure that the notion of a reformed GDR would remain an unattainable mirage. Thus popular
 opposition to the GDR, which had failed to shake its foundations for four decades, was, in altered
 circumstances, able ultimately to deal the final death blow.
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